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A A ChangeChange In HeartIn Heart

The article describes The article describes 15 years15 years of of 
experience in treatment of pathological experience in treatment of pathological 
gamblers and their families, in a gamblers and their families, in a 
therapeutic group for treating behavioral therapeutic group for treating behavioral 
addictions.addictions.
GamblersGamblers anonymusanonymus, , facilitiesfacilities forfor treatingtreating
alcoholalcohol dependencedependence, , individualindividual
psychiatristspsychiatrists..
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WhatWhat is is addictionaddiction

Addiction is a Addiction is a chronicchronic condition, characterized condition, characterized 
by a pattern of by a pattern of repetitive adverse behaviorrepetitive adverse behavior that that 
a person can a person can not controlnot control in spite of awareness in spite of awareness 
that it is leading to the degradation of his that it is leading to the degradation of his 
physical, psychological, social as well as physical, psychological, social as well as 
spiritual dimensions of life. spiritual dimensions of life. 
CharacteristicsCharacteristics:: progressiveprogressive, , lossloss ofof controlcontrol, , 
alteredaltered statesstates ofof consciousnessconsciousness, , increasedincreased
tolerance, tolerance, withdrawalwithdrawal at at cessationcessation, , cravingscravings. . 
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DefinitionsDefinitions ofof problem problem gamblinggambling
Problem, Problem, pathologicalpathological, , compulsivecompulsive, , addictiveaddictive, , 
excessiveexcessive, , outout ofof controlcontrol gamblinggambling
PathologicalPathological gamblersgamblers are are unableunable to stopto stop
whetherwhether winningwinning or or losinglosing ((stayingstaying in in thethe activityactivity
is is thethe onlyonly goalgoal))
TheThe needneed to to gamblegamble overridesoverrides allall otherother
considerationsconsiderations ((lyinglying, , cheatingcheating, , stealingstealing fromfrom thethe
familyfamily))
A A ppsychologicalsychological dependencydependency is is formedformed to to thethe
moodmood modificationmodification experiencedexperienced whenwhen gamblinggambling
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Is Is pathologicalpathological gamblinggambling anan
addictionaddiction or or anan impulseimpulse--controlcontrol

disorderdisorder??
CharacteristicsCharacteristics ofof addictionaddiction::

1.1. ProgressiveProgressive
2.2. InvolvesInvolves alteredaltered statesstates ofof consciousnessconsciousness//moodmood

swingsswings
3.3. TheThe controlcontrol overover behaviorbehavior is is lostlost
4.4. IncreasedIncreased tolerancetolerance
5.5. WithdrawalWithdrawal symptomssymptoms andand cravingscravings
6.6. PhysicalPhysical, , psychologicalpsychological, social, , social, spiritualspiritual

degradationdegradation ofof thethe addictaddict
7.7. FamilyFamily is is affectedaffected
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BehavioralBehavioral addictionsaddictions
Pathological gambling is a form of Pathological gambling is a form of behavioralbehavioral or or 
nonnon--chemicalchemical addictions. addictions. 
It has the character of a disease when it has It has the character of a disease when it has 
been repeated for a long time, so that been repeated for a long time, so that 
pathological changes in brain chemistrypathological changes in brain chemistry (reward (reward 
system) occur. system) occur. 
Behavioral addictions (gambling, sexual Behavioral addictions (gambling, sexual 
addiction, bingeaddiction, binge--eating and anorexia nervosa) eating and anorexia nervosa) 
are common, usually multiple and associated are common, usually multiple and associated 
with chemical addictions such as addiction to with chemical addictions such as addiction to 
alcohol or illegal drugs.alcohol or illegal drugs.
A COMPROMISE: A COMPROMISE: addictiveaddictive behaviorbehavior
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The Addictive BehaviorsThe Addictive Behaviors
AAn individual can become addicted, dependent, or compulsively n individual can become addicted, dependent, or compulsively 
obsessed with any activity, substance, object, or behavior that obsessed with any activity, substance, object, or behavior that gives gives 
him/her pleasure. him/her pleasure. 
TThere is a similarity between physical addiction to various here is a similarity between physical addiction to various 
chemicals, such as alcohol and heroin, and psychological chemicals, such as alcohol and heroin, and psychological 
dependence involved in such activities as dependence involved in such activities as compulsive gamblingcompulsive gambling, , 
sex, work, running, or eating disorders. sex, work, running, or eating disorders. 
The reason for this is that these behavior activities may producThe reason for this is that these behavior activities may produce e 
betabeta--endorphins in the brainendorphins in the brain, which makes the person feel "high." , which makes the person feel "high." 
IIf a person continues to engage in thef a person continues to engage in thesese activiactivitiesties to achieve this to achieve this 
feeling of wellfeeling of well--being and euphoria, he/she may get into an addictive being and euphoria, he/she may get into an addictive 
cycle. cycle. 
In so doing, he/she becomes physically In so doing, he/she becomes physically addicted to his/her own addicted to his/her own 
brain chemicalsbrain chemicals, thus leading to continuation of the behavior even , thus leading to continuation of the behavior even 
though it may have negative health or social consequences. though it may have negative health or social consequences. 
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BrainBrain changeschanges in in addictionsaddictions
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GamblerGambler’’s s brainbrain

TheThe changeschanges in in brainbrain functionfunction thatthat developdevelop
afterafter longlong--term term gamblinggambling suggestsuggest thatthat
pathologicalpathological gamblinggambling is a is a diseasedisease similarsimilar
to to chemicalchemical addictionsaddictions ((cocainecocaine))
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TheThe addictedaddicted familyfamily

Social and psychological damage done Social and psychological damage done byby the the 
addictaddict’’s s irresponsibleirresponsible behaviorbehavior adversely adversely 
influencesinfluences all the other vulnerable members of all the other vulnerable members of 
his family. his family. 
The The urge to controlurge to control the gamblerthe gambler’’s addictive s addictive 
behavior becomes to thebehavior becomes to the familyfamily membersmembers more more 
important than the challenges of their own lifeimportant than the challenges of their own life..
TheirTheir sensesense ofof identityidentity andand selfself--esteemesteem dependsdepends
upuponon thethe abilityability to to controlcontrol thethe unun--controllablecontrollable
gamblergambler’’s s behaviourbehaviour. . 
TTheir heir ownown developmentdevelopment is is stoppedstopped..
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WhoWho is is affectedaffected??

It It hashas beenbeen suggestedsuggested thatthat as as manymany as as 15 15 otherother
peoplepeople are are adverselyadversely affectedaffected byby one one adultadult
problem problem gamblergambler ((LesieurLesieur andand CusterCuster 1984).1984).
TheThe gamblergambler’’s s spousespouse (partner)(partner)
TheThe childrenchildren--throughthrough emotionalemotional andand material material 
deprivationdeprivation
TheThe parentsparents, , andand partnerpartner’’s s parentsparents
TheThe gamblergambler’’s s employeremployer, , workingworking colleguescollegues
TheThe gamblergambler’’s s friendsfriends or or relationsrelations
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HarmfulHarmful effecteffect on on thethe familyfamily ––
degradationdegradation ofof trusttrust intointo controlcontrol
BrokenBroken promisespromises
Money Money shortageshortage
DebtsDebts
AbsenceAbsence fromfrom homehome
LyingLying, , cheatingcheating
ShameShame
LossLoss ofof statusstatus
VerbalVerbal andand physicalphysical abuseabuse
CriminalCriminal activityactivity
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RelationshipRelationship problemsproblems
CollusionCollusion is is demandeddemanded ((hidinghiding secretssecrets))
DegradationDegradation ofof trusttrust intointo controlcontrol –– repeatedrepeated
lyinglying
DramaticDramatic emotionalemotional andand moodmood changeschanges
GamblerGambler’’s s avoidanceavoidance ofof responsibilityresponsibility
Social Social isolationisolation ofof thethe familyfamily
PersonalPersonal feelingsfeelings ofof failurefailure andand disillusionmentdisillusionment
Domestic Domestic vviolenceiolence:: 2525--50 percent of spouses 50 percent of spouses 
of pathological gamblers have been abused of pathological gamblers have been abused 
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Literature Literature reportsreports
99% of the spouses reported experiencing 99% of the spouses reported experiencing financial problemsfinancial problems
due to their partnersdue to their partners’’ gambling. gambling. 
Spouses had to give up personal savings or earnings and Spouses had to give up personal savings or earnings and 
borrow money to borrow money to pay for gambling debtspay for gambling debts, bills, and other , bills, and other 
essentials. essentials. 
Spouses had to takeSpouses had to take over over management of household financesmanagement of household finances
and deal with debt collectors, credit bureaus, and legal mattersand deal with debt collectors, credit bureaus, and legal matters. . 
PPhysicalhysical symptomssymptoms such as headaches and gastrointestinal such as headaches and gastrointestinal 
ailments that are likely related to the distress. ailments that are likely related to the distress. 
Psychological symptomsPsychological symptoms such as depression, anxiety and such as depression, anxiety and 
suicidal ideationsuicidal ideation..
Lying, deception, and illegal activitiesLying, deception, and illegal activities, in an attempt to obtain , in an attempt to obtain 
money for gamblingmoney for gambling..
Other relational problems such as Other relational problems such as mistrust, poor mistrust, poor 
communication, unsatisfactory sexual relationscommunication, unsatisfactory sexual relations..
AAbusebuse, domestic violence, neglect, separation and divorce, domestic violence, neglect, separation and divorce..
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TreatmentTreatment ofof gamblergambler’’s s spousesspouses

Most Most treatmenttreatment programesprogrames thatthat acknowledgeacknowledge
thethe addictionaddiction componentcomponent ofof pathologicalpathological
gamblinggambling, , demanddemand thethe involvementinvolvement ofof a a 
responsibleresponsible familyfamily membermember duringduring treatmenttreatment..
In In factfact, , theythey NEEDNEED herher//himhim to to controlcontrol thethe
gamblersgamblers abstinence abstinence forfor themthem..
To some To some extentextent theythey demanddemand ofof herher//himhim to to take take 
overover thethe controlcontrol ofof familyfamily assetsassets forfor thethe gamblergambler
andand reportreport hishis outout--ofof--controlcontrol behaviorbehavior..
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WhatWhat is is thethe spousespouse’’s s positionposition in in 
treatmenttreatment??

CoCo--therapisttherapist: not : not qualifiedqualified, not , not objectiveobjective, , 
not not addressingaddressing herher//hishis ownown problemsproblems ..
VictimVictim:: thisthis isis a a passivepassive role role withwith a a 
potentialpotential to to becomebecome veryvery harmfulharmful to to thethe
familyfamily ((TheThe CarpmanCarpman’’s s dramaticdramatic triangle triangle 
tipicaltipical forfor addictionsaddictions). ). AngerAnger!!
ClientClient: : whatwhat is is youryour diseasedisease? ? RelationshipRelationship
addictionaddiction or or codependencycodependency is a is a nonnon--
chemicalchemical addictionaddiction..
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RelationshipRelationship addictionaddiction or or 
codependencycodependency

The spouses and children demonstrate a The spouses and children demonstrate a fixed fixed 
repetitive behavioral patternrepetitive behavioral pattern that has a lot of that has a lot of 
characteristics of addiction itself (characteristics of addiction itself (relationship addiction relationship addiction 
or codependencyor codependency).).
Dr. Dr. CermakCermak, in his book ", in his book "Diagnosing and Treating Diagnosing and Treating 
CodependenceCodependence" (1986), has argued for the inclusion of " (1986), has argued for the inclusion of 
codependency as a separate personality disorder worthy codependency as a separate personality disorder worthy 
of inclusion in the diagnostic and statistical manual. of inclusion in the diagnostic and statistical manual. 
He states that He states that codependence is a recognizable, codependence is a recognizable, 
differentially diagnoseddifferentially diagnosed--personality disorderpersonality disorder typically typically 
found within most chemically dependent families. found within most chemically dependent families. 
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DiagnosticDiagnostic criteriacriteria ““CodependentCodependent
PersonalityPersonality DisorderDisorder””

(1) (1) continual investment of selfcontinual investment of self--esteem in the ability to influence/controlesteem in the ability to influence/control
feelings and behavior in self and others in the face of obvious feelings and behavior in self and others in the face of obvious adverse adverse 
consequences; consequences; 
(2) (2) assumption of responsibility for meeting otherassumption of responsibility for meeting other’’s needss needs to the exclusion of to the exclusion of 
acknowledging oneacknowledging one’’s own needs; s own needs; 
(3) (3) anxiety and boundary distortionsanxiety and boundary distortions in situations of intimacy and separation; in situations of intimacy and separation; 
(4) (4) enmeshment in relationshipsenmeshment in relationships with personality disordered, drug with personality disordered, drug 
dependent and impulse disordered individuals; dependent and impulse disordered individuals; 

andand
(5) exhibits in (5) exhibits in any combination of three or moreany combination of three or more; constriction of emotions ; constriction of emotions 
with or without dramatic outbursts, depression, hyperwith or without dramatic outbursts, depression, hyper--vigilance, vigilance, 
compulsions, anxiety, excessive reliance on denial, substance abcompulsions, anxiety, excessive reliance on denial, substance abuse, use, 
recurrent physical or sexual abuse, stressrecurrent physical or sexual abuse, stress--related medical illnesses, related medical illnesses, 

and/or and/or 
(6) (6) primary relationship with an active substance abuserprimary relationship with an active substance abuser for at least two for at least two 
years without seeking outside support, (p. 16years without seeking outside support, (p. 16-- 17)17)..

CermakCermak, T. , T. ““Diagnostic Criteria for CodependencyDiagnostic Criteria for Codependency””. . Journal of Psychoactive DrugsJournal of Psychoactive Drugs. 1986, 19(1), 15. 1986, 19(1), 15--18. 18. 
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CodependentCodependent behaviorbehavior
ExperiencesExperiences vvalidationalidation through through being neededbeing needed
RescuingRescuing people in crisispeople in crisis
HerHer//hishis worstworst fearfear:: AbandonmentAbandonment
RemainRemainss in relationshipin relationshipss even when even when theythey are are clearly clearly 
unsatisfactory, because unsatisfactory, because sheshe//hehe isis afraid to leaveafraid to leave
Trying to control addict's behaviorTrying to control addict's behavior -- yet yet sometimes sometimes 
enabling the addict to stay addictedenabling the addict to stay addicted
May want to May want to ““possesspossess”” thethe addict addict 
If If thethe addict recovers, codependent may move on to new addict recovers, codependent may move on to new 
addict addict whowho needsneeds andand appreciatesappreciates herher//hishis rescuing skillsrescuing skills
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Attending to the Spouse in Attending to the Spouse in 
TreatmentTreatment –– WhatWhat are are herher//hishis

needsneeds??
Often partners call requesting information about Often partners call requesting information about aa treatment programtreatment program
andand howhow to to MAKEMAKE thethe gamblergambler attendattend. . 
TheyThey claimclaim they are willing to they are willing to do anythingdo anything to help their loved one. to help their loved one. 
Because family members also suffer financial, emotional, and phyBecause family members also suffer financial, emotional, and physical sical 
consequences of gambling, it is also appropriate to determine whconsequences of gambling, it is also appropriate to determine what at 
family membersfamily members’’ current needscurrent needs are.are.
Often partners develop mistrust and become suspicious of their Often partners develop mistrust and become suspicious of their 
gambling spouse, resulting in gambling spouse, resulting in feelings of anxiety and worryfeelings of anxiety and worry. . 
PartnersPartners’’ belief in a fair and just world may also be shattered. belief in a fair and just world may also be shattered. 
Feeling victimized can lead to Feeling victimized can lead to anger and resentmentanger and resentment. . 
A partnerA partner’’s s selfself--worthworth may be jeopardized and may be jeopardized and self blameself blame can result can result 
from the inability to understand and explain the reasons for thefrom the inability to understand and explain the reasons for the
irrational behavior.irrational behavior.
Couples can also attend treatment together and work towards Couples can also attend treatment together and work towards better better 
communicationcommunication and agreed upon goals (abstinence).and agreed upon goals (abstinence).
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TreatmentTreatment programprogram

SOCIOSOCIO--ANDRAGOGIC METHODANDRAGOGIC METHOD (Rugelj, (Rugelj, 
HudolinHudolin, Rozman, Rozman))
Use Use ofof differentdifferent therapeutictherapeutic methodsmethods in a in a 
groupgroup settingsetting (TA, (TA, groupgroup analysisanalysis, BCT, , BCT, 
GestaltGestalt))
PROGRAMPROGRAM: : selfself administredadministred, , partlypartly
supervisedsupervised byby therapisttherapist, , durationduration 11--6 6 yearsyears
(as (as longlong as as thethe patientpatient wantswants))
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TreatmentTreatment program program andand therapeutictherapeutic
meansmeans ((toolstools))

1.RUNNING (JOGGING):1.RUNNING (JOGGING): increased psychoincreased psycho--physiological activity reduces the adrenaline level physiological activity reduces the adrenaline level 
and acts as a kind of tranquiliser, alleviating the withdrawal sand acts as a kind of tranquiliser, alleviating the withdrawal symptoms and increasing overall ymptoms and increasing overall 
energy and the ability to cope. energy and the ability to cope. 
2. MARATHON2. MARATHON: Addicts crave ecstatic experiences and expect that something o: Addicts crave ecstatic experiences and expect that something outside utside 
themselves, a drug, a gamblerthemselves, a drug, a gambler’’s fortune, sex or adrenaline will provide ecstasy. Here is one s fortune, sex or adrenaline will provide ecstasy. Here is one 
legitimate ecstatic experience that you can achieve if you work legitimate ecstatic experience that you can achieve if you work out very hard for a very long time. out very hard for a very long time. 
You cannot cheat at marathon.You cannot cheat at marathon.
3. MOUNTANEERING3. MOUNTANEERING: The aim is to be with people, to feel the beauty of Nature, to: The aim is to be with people, to feel the beauty of Nature, to start to feel start to feel 
that there are forces greater than human will that control the Uthat there are forces greater than human will that control the Universe, to spend time and have fun niverse, to spend time and have fun 
with other people, and  to strengthen the group and family ties.with other people, and  to strengthen the group and family ties.
4. 4. REGULAR REGULAR AEROBIC EXERCISEAEROBIC EXERCISE:: At least 30 minutes every morning. It is useful as anti stress At least 30 minutes every morning. It is useful as anti stress 
therapy as well as a good test of motivation: the addicts that atherapy as well as a good test of motivation: the addicts that are about to quit the programme stop re about to quit the programme stop 
exercising before! It is important for training discipline as weexercising before! It is important for training discipline as well as muscles! ll as muscles! 
5. MEDITATION5. MEDITATION: Guided imagery: Guided imagery, , working with symbols are important methods for working with symbols are important methods for 
““reprogrammingreprogramming”” the unconscious mind.the unconscious mind. On a deeper lever it brings On a deeper lever it brings ““conscious contact with God, conscious contact with God, 
as we understand itas we understand it”” (Alcoholics Anonym(Alcoholics Anonymoous). Sometimes it evokes a memory us). Sometimes it evokes a memory -- a a ““film of past film of past 
traumatrauma””. Caution is recommended with schizophrenic patients.. Caution is recommended with schizophrenic patients.
6. BIBLIOTHERAPY6. BIBLIOTHERAPY: Books are used in therapy for education, reflection on one: Books are used in therapy for education, reflection on one’’s position and s position and 
crisis behaviour,  and understanding that you are not alone in ycrisis behaviour,  and understanding that you are not alone in your struggles with addiction. It our struggles with addiction. It 
teaches empathy, sympathy and identification with positive role teaches empathy, sympathy and identification with positive role models. There are some very models. There are some very 
useful selfuseful self--help books available.help books available.
7. JOURNAL WRITING7. JOURNAL WRITING: This is very useful for the therapist to get insight into ever: This is very useful for the therapist to get insight into everyday life and yday life and 
understand the individual dynamics of the addictunderstand the individual dynamics of the addict’’s life (trigger points, crisis behaviour, conflicts). s life (trigger points, crisis behaviour, conflicts). 
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TreatmentTreatment program program andand therapeutictherapeutic
meansmeans ((toolstools))

8. BIOGRAPHY8. BIOGRAPHY:: The client writes extensive biography with emphasis on childhooThe client writes extensive biography with emphasis on childhood d 
traumas, current difficulties and  traumas, current difficulties and  ““standpoints and prejudicesstandpoints and prejudices”” at the beginning of at the beginning of 
treatment. treatment. 
9.PERSONAL PRESENTATION9.PERSONAL PRESENTATION: A self: A self--experienced analysis of oneexperienced analysis of one’’s own life and s own life and 
relationships, shared with the group. Being able to share is a crelationships, shared with the group. Being able to share is a cathartic experience, athartic experience, 
which brings to the person presented a deep emotional release.which brings to the person presented a deep emotional release.
10. ESSAY and REMINISCENCE WRITING10. ESSAY and REMINISCENCE WRITING::WWrittenritten feed back to the therapist on feed back to the therapist on 
everything important that happens in oneeverything important that happens in one’’s life or on group sessions. Some people s life or on group sessions. Some people 
cannot speak up about their problems, but find it easier to writcannot speak up about their problems, but find it easier to write about them. e about them. 
11. GROUP11. GROUP: Group sessions are scheduled every 2 weeks and last for 3 hour: Group sessions are scheduled every 2 weeks and last for 3 hourss, , 
conducted by the conducted by the therapisttherapist..
12. 12. GROUP GROUP CELEBRATIONSCELEBRATIONS: The addicted are often very lonely people and : The addicted are often very lonely people and 
awareness of their social isolation can be very painful in timesawareness of their social isolation can be very painful in times of family holidays such of family holidays such 
as Christmas. A pleasant reunion enhances feelings of closeness as Christmas. A pleasant reunion enhances feelings of closeness and empathy within and empathy within 
the group.the group.
14. MENTORSHIP14. MENTORSHIP:: Experienced group members are available to newcomers to help Experienced group members are available to newcomers to help 
them become part of the groupthem become part of the group..
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Some Some statisticsstatistics –– andand beyondbeyond
statisticsstatistics……

relationship addiction or corelationship addiction or co--dependencydependency 96%96%
adult children of alcoholicsadult children of alcoholics 71%71%
sexually abused in childhoodsexually abused in childhood 43%43%
addicted to overeating or starvingaddicted to overeating or starving 18%18%
sexually addictedsexually addicted 25%25%
addicted to gambling or computer games addicted to gambling or computer games 3%3%
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OurOur original literatureoriginal literature

http://www.emka.si/izdelek.asp?docid=165163
http://www.emka.si/izdelek.asp?docid=165163
http://www.emka.si/izdelek.asp?docid=165168
http://www.emka.si/izdelek.asp?docid=165168
http://www.emka.si/izdelek.asp?docid=179971
http://www.emka.si/izdelek.asp?docid=179971
http://www1.viva.si/clanek.asp?IDm=&ID=2367
http://www.spremembavsrcu.si/povezave/knjiga-ne-recite-temu-ljubezen.html
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